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Executive summary - English
The COVID-19 pandemic is deepening pre-existing inequalities. Emerging research
suggests that people with disabilities across the world have experienced various rights
violations and been disproportionality affected by the health, economic and social impacts of
the COVID-19 pandemic and the responses to it. The aim of this research was to explore
how people with disabilities, who often are excluded from research, have experienced the
evolving COVID-19 pandemic. In order to better understand how it has affected jobseekers
with disabilities, in-depth qualitative research was conducted as part of the Inclusion Works
programme in Bangladesh.
Methodology
A narrative interviewing approach was selected. Telling stories is a natural and universal
form of communication and enables participants to make sense of their experiences and
focus on what matters to them. Participants were recruited with the help of organisations of
people with disabilities (OPDs) and Sightsavers. Out of the 10 participants two had
intellectual impairments, two had physical impairments, two had visual impairments, two had
multiple impairments and two were classified as ‘other’ (Dwarfism and Albinism). The
interviews were conducted by in-country researchers with support from the IDS team based
in the UK. In order to remain safe during the pandemic, the interviews were conducted online
or by phone, with reimbursement for data costs and support with technology. Participants’
access and communication support needs were also met. Each participant was given the
opportunity to take part in two interviews, a few months apart. This enabled participants to
feel more comfortable in sharing their experiences and indicated how these changed as the
pandemic progressed. Thematic analysis was conducted online by the IDS team and incountry researchers.
Findings
"I do not know when everything will be normal again… It gives a lot of mental
pressure. Sometimes I felt that the inner pain traumatized me inside."
(women, visual impairment, IWCOVBDA10)
“We sometime kept ourselves starved due to lack of food. We are right now,
totally at the poor level and faced a lot of financial crisis”. (woman, physical,
IWCOVBDA7)
The participants with disabilities and their families in Bangladesh experienced major negative
economic impacts due to lockdowns and other pandemic restrictions and descended into
(deeper) poverty as they or those they were dependant on lost their jobs, businesses, or
other income. Interviewees reported reduced food consumption and hunger as they no
longer had the money to pay for regular meals for themselves and their family, and some
feared they would starve. Increased food and transport costs during the pandemic made
things more difficult. People also struggled to afford medical costs. This financial crisis
caused the interviewees and their families significant stress and mental pressure as they
struggled to meet their needs. In order to survive during the worst of the pandemic and
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lockdown, many interviewees relied on financial support from external family members or
friends, used up their savings or business capital, or took out loans. However, not everyone
had access to these financial coping strategies, and family and friends were often going
through the same difficulties and struggled to help each other.
Many people with disabilities in Bangladesh did not receive any assistance from any formal
sources, with serious consequences for their survival. Government social protection
assistance, which was a mix of existing social protection programmes and COVID-19
specific assistance, was not provided to many people with disabilities in this study during the
pandemic. None of the participants with disabilities in this study had received COVID-19
government support, and there were also complaints that usual assistance was insufficient
for basic needs, regular or being provided late. Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) and
in particular OPDs played a vital role in supporting some people with disabilities cope, but
these organisations struggled with lack of funds to do this work, and only two of our cohort
received OPD financial aid. Some people with disabilities expressed disappointment with
how little organisations for or of people with disabilities did to support them and others during
this time.
Access to healthcare was an issue for some people with disabilities, with clinics closed. This
made it hard for some people with disabilities to access doctors or needed medicines with
serious consequences in some cases. The lack of protective equipment made some doctors
reluctant to treat patients with disabilities. The loss of income and disruption of gender roles
caused family tensions, arguments and the perception of increased violence at home.
Gender-based violence was also observed to have risen in the wider community during the
pandemic.
Negative attitudes towards people with disabilities is deeply ingrained within Bangladesh,
and overt discrimination was something people with disabilities experienced normally.
However, this study suggested that stigma was exacerbated during the pandemic, with
increased mocking, taunting and street harassment experienced particularly for those with a
‘visible’ impairment. Discriminatory attitudes also affected access to physical support and
transport.
The abrupt suspension of the ‘old normal’, the dramatic life changes, and the need to adapt
meant that many participants experienced intense shock and fear as their usual life was
completely disrupted. The loss of the stability of usual lives resulted in disorientation and
uncertainty about what would happen to them and their families, while the restrictions meant
that life was lonely. People’s usual support structures were affected which made it harder for
them to cope. People felt hopeless, helpless and depressed in the worst times of the crisis.
Some people found comfort in religion and trusting to God to get them through the situation.
As restrictions eased and interviewees or their families were able to find work, life for some
participants improved as they were able to meet some of their family’s immediate needs.
Others also felt happier and more hopeful as they were less worried about COVID-19.
However, many were unable to find work as restrictions lifted, and were still struggling to
survive or thrive. Whilst the acute distress changed over time as people adjusted to the
situation, the pandemic is not over, and so the uncertainty and difficulties continue.
Conclusion
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The COVID-19 pandemic and government responses to it have had devastating and lifechanging detrimental effects on people with disabilities. Disability inclusive approaches to the
pandemic must be developed together with people with disabilities to ensure that the rights
and fundamental freedoms of all persons with disabilities can be realised without
discrimination of any kind on the basis of disability.
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Executive summary – Easy Read English
• We asked 10 people with disabilities in Bangladesh to tell us
about their lives during the COVID-19 pandemic. They had
different types of disabilities such as intellectual, physical, visual
and multiple disabilities. We wanted to ask them as they are not
often asked about their lives.
• The COVID-19 outbreak has made life worse for many people
with disabilities as well as lots of other people.
What we found out
• To stay safe from COVID-19 people were told to stay at home,
which is called a lockdown. This meant people with disabilities
and their families lost their jobs and could not pay for enough
food and medicine. This made them very sad and worried.
• They managed by getting money or food from their other family
members or friends, or by using the money they had saved,
moving back to the land or borrowing money. It was hard to help
other people because everyone was struggling.
• Some people got help from the government, organisations of
people with disabilities, or charities. But no-one we spoke to got
extra money from the government during the pandemic, and
many people did not get any help at all.
• COVID-19 has changed how everyone lives. This was a shock
for many people and made them unsure about what would
happen to them and their families. Staying at home all the time
made people unhappy. Not having enough money caused
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conflict in families. People felt scared and hopeless - like there
was nothing they could do to make things better.
• After a while it was safer to leave home again. This meant some
people got their jobs back and they felt happier as they had
money to pay for things like food again. Other people were
happy because they got used to how things are now and were
less scared.
• But some people still did not have work or money to buy food
and they were still sad and worried.
• It is important that the government and other organisations help
people with disabilities during the COVID-19 outbreak. They
should ask people with disabilities about what they need and
how this help should be given to them.
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Executive summary – Bengali
সারসংক্ষেপ
ক োভিড-১৯ এর

োরণে আণে কেণ

ইদ্োভনিং োণের েণিষেো কেণ

ভিদ্যমোন বিষময আরও েিীরতর হণে।

কদ্খো যোয় কয, সোরো ভিণে^ই প্রভতিন্ধী িযক্তিণদ্র অভি োর

ভিভিন্নিোণি খি ব হণয়ণে এিিং ক ভিড-১৯ এর প্রিোণি তোরো স্বোস্থ্যেত, অেননভত
ব

ও

সোমোক্তি িোণি ক্ষভতগ্রস্ত হণয়ণে।
এই েণিষেোর মূে উণেেয ভেে েণিষেোর আওতো কেণ

প্রোয়েই িোদ্ পড়ো প্রভতিন্ধীণদ্র

অভিজ্ঞতো এই ক্রমিিমোন
ব
ক োভিড-১৯ পভরভস্থ্ভতণত ক মন ভেে তো সম্পণ ব িোনো।
চো ু ভরপ্রতযোেী প্রভতিন্ধীরো এই পভরভস্থ্ভতণত ভ িোণি প্রিোভিত িো ক্ষভতগ্রস্ত হণয়ণে তো
িোণেো ও স্পষ্টিোণি কিোঝোর িনয িোিংেোণদ্ণে ইন ্ েুেন ওয়ো স
ব কপ্রোগ্রোণমর অিংে ভহণসণি
এ টি ভিেদ্ ক োয়োভেটিটিি িো গুেেত েণিষেো পভরচোভেত হয়।

পদ্ধতি
গক্ষেষণার পদ্ধতি তিক্ষসক্ষে তেশদ েণনামূ
ণ লক সাোৎকার পদ্ধতি ো নযাক্ষরটিভ ইন্টারতভউইং এপ্রচ গ্রিন করা িয়।
গল্প িক্ষে য াগাক্ষ াগ স্থাপক্ষনর একটি সিজাি এেং সেজনীন
ণ
মাধ্যম ার সািাক্ষ য অংশগ্রিনকারী ো গল্পকথক
তনক্ষজর অতভজ্ঞিাক্ষক অক্ষনযর কাক্ষে সিজক্ষোধ্য কক্ষর উপস্থাপন করক্ষি পাক্ষরন এেং িার কাক্ষে মূলি যকান
তেষয়টি গুরুত্বপূণ িা
ণ যোঝাক্ষি পাক্ষরন।
অগানাইক্ষজশনস
ণ
অে তপপল উইথ তিসএতেতলটিজ (ওতপতি) ো প্রতিেন্ধী েযক্তিক্ষদর দ্বারা গটিি সংস্থা এেং
সাইিক্ষসভাস-এর
ণ
সিক্ষ াগীিায় গক্ষেষণার জনয অংশগ্রিণকারীক্ষদরক্ষক তনোচন
ণ
করা িয়।
দশজন অংশগ্রিণকারীর মক্ষধ্য দুজন তেক্ষলন েুক্তদ্ধ প্রতিেন্ধী, দুজন শারীতরক প্রতিেন্ধী, দুজন দৃটি প্রতিেন্ধী,
দুজন অংশগ্রিনকারীর তেল একাতধ্ক প্রতিেন্ধীিা এেং দুজন অংশগ্রজনকারীক্ষক অঅনযানয যণতণর অর্ভূ ি
ণ
করা িক্ষয়তেল; “অনযোনয” কেভের অন্তিূ ি
ব ণদ্র মণিয এ িন ভেণেন খিো ব ৃ ভত এিিং অনযিন কেভতণরোেগ্রস্ত
ভেণেন।
ুিরাক্ষজযর গক্ষেষণা সংস্থা আইতিএস (IDS) এর সহণযোেীতোয় কদ্েীয় েণিষণ রো এই েণিষেোর িনয প্রণয়োিনীয়
সোক্ষোৎ োরগুণেো গ্রহন

ণরভেণেন।

মিামারী চলাকালীন সমক্ষয় সুরো েজায় রাখার জনয, সাোৎকারগুক্ষলা অনলাইক্ষন তকংো য াক্ষনর মাধ্যক্ষম
যনওয়া িক্ষয়তেল। সাোিকার প্রদাক্ষনর জনয অংশগ্রিনকারীর প্রক্ষয়াজনীয় েযয় (ইন্টারক্ষনি যিিা পযাক্ষকর খরচ)
এেং প্র ুক্তিগি সিায়িা প্রকল্প যথক্ষক যদওয়া িক্ষয়তেল। এোড়াও অংশগ্রিনকারীর অতভগমযিা তনক্তিিকরণ
এেং য াগাক্ষ াগ স্থাপক্ষনর জনয প্রক্ষয়াজনীয় সিক্ষ াগীিাও প্রকল্প যথক্ষক যদওয়া িক্ষয়তেল।
প্রক্ষিযক অংশগ্রিণকারী কক্ষয়ক মাক্ষসর অর্র দুইটি আলাদা সাোৎকাক্ষর অংশগ্রিণ করার সুক্ষ াগ যপক্ষয়তেক্ষলন।
এর

ক্ষল িারা আরও স্বােক্ষযয িাক্ষদর অতভজ্ঞিার কথা জানাক্ষি যপক্ষরক্ষেন এেং ক্রমেধ্মান
ণ
মিামারীর
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যপ্রোপক্ষি িাক্ষদর অতভজ্ঞিাগুক্ষলা তকভাক্ষে পতরেতিণি িক্ষয়ক্ষে িা তু ণে িরণত যপক্ষরক্ষেন। আইতিএস এেং যদশীয়
গক্ষেষকক্ষদর সমন্বক্ষয় অনলাইক্ষন একটি তথমযাটিক তেক্ষেষণ কা ক্রম
ণ
পতরচাতলি িক্ষয়তেল।

ফলাফল
"আতম জাতন না সেতকেু আোর কক্ষে স্বাভাতেক অেস্থায় ত ক্ষর াক্ষে. . . এর

ক্ষল আতম খুে মানতসক চাক্ষপ

আতে। কখনও কখনও আমার মক্ষন িয় এই চাপা কি তভিক্ষর তভিক্ষর আমাক্ষক আিক্তিি কক্ষর রাখক্ষে ।
(নোরী অিংেগ্রহন োরী, দৃটি প্রভতিন্ধী, IWCOVBDA10)
”খোিোণরর অিোণি অণন

সময়ই আমোণদ্র নো কখণয় েো ণত হণয়ণে। এখন আমরো পুণরোপুভরিোণিই

েরীি এিিং আমোণদ্র নোনোর ম অে বসিং ণির মিয ভদ্ণয় কযণত হণে “ (নোরী অিংেগ্রহন োরী, েোরীভর
প্রভতিন্ধী, IWCOVBDA7)
এই েণিষেোয় অিংে কনওয়ো িোিংেোণদ্েী প্রভতিন্ধী এিিং তোণদ্র পভরিোণরর সদ্সযরো ে ডোউন এিিং এই মহোমোরীর
োরণে প্রদ্ত্ত অনযোনয ভনণষিোজ্ঞোর
িোভড়ণয় ভদ্ণয়ণে।

োরণে আভে ব িোণি িীষে ক্ষভতগ্রস্ত হণয়ণেন; যো তোণদ্র দ্ভরদ্রতো আরও

োরে এই ে ডোউন এিিং অনযোনয ভনণষিোজ্ঞোর ফণে অিংেগ্রহন োরী অেিো তোণদ্র পভরিোণরর

সদ্সয যোণদ্র উপর তোরো ভনিবরেীে, হয় চো ভর হোভরণয়ণেন নয়ণতো িযোিসো ও আণয়র অনযোনয পে হোভরণয়ণেন।
েণিষেোয় অিংেগ্রহন োরীরো সোক্ষোৎ োণরর সময় “খোদ্যগ্রহন সীভমত রে” এিিং “ক্ষুিো” এর
তোরো িোনোন, তোণদ্র ভনণিণদ্র এিিং পভরিোণরর িনয প্রণয়োিনীয় খোিোর ক নোর িো ো তোণদ্র

েো উণেখ

ণরন;

োণে ভেেনো িণে

এমন পভরভস্থ্ভত ঘণি এিিং এর ফণে তোণদ্র ক উ ক উ অনোহোণর েো োর িণয়ও িীত ভেণেন।
মিামারী চলাকালীন সমক্ষয় খাোর এেং পতরেিক্ষনর খরচ যেক্ষড় াওয়ায় পতরতস্থতি আরও কটিন িক্ষয় পক্ষড়। এই
পতরতস্থতিক্ষি তচতকৎসার খরচ চালাক্ষিও মানুষক্ষক তিমতশম যখক্ষি িক্ষয়ক্ষে। সাোৎকাক্ষর অংশগ্রিনকারীরা আরও
জানান য , যসই সময় িারা এেং িাক্ষদর পতরোক্ষরর সদসযক্ষদর পক্ষে িাক্ষদর তনিযতদক্ষনর চাতিদা যমিাক্ষনাই
মুশতকল িক্ষয় পক্ষড়তেল; আর যসই কারক্ষণ িাক্ষদরক্ষক দুক্তির্া ও মানতসক চাক্ষপর মধ্য তদক্ষয় য ক্ষি িক্ষয়ক্ষে।
গক্ষেষণা যথক্ষক প্রাপ্ত িথয মক্ষি, লকিাউন পতরতস্থতিক্ষি টিক্ষক থাকার জনয গক্ষেষণায় অংশগ্রিনকারীক্ষদর
অক্ষনক্ষকই িাক্ষদর পতরোক্ষরর োইক্ষরর যকউ ো েন্ধু-োন্ধক্ষের সািাক্ষ যর উপর তনভণর কক্ষরক্ষেন, যকউ িাক্ষদর জমান
অথ ণ ো েযােসার পুক্তুঁ জ ভাতিক্ষয়ক্ষেন অথো যকউ যকউ ঋণ তনক্ষয়ক্ষেন। িক্ষে, এই আতথক
ণ সংকক্ষির যমাকাক্ষেলা
করার জনয এই ধ্রক্ষনর উপায় সোর তেল না; এেং প্রায় যেক্ষেই িাক্ষদর পতরোক্ষরর অনযানয সদসয এেং েন্ধুরাও
একই রকম কটিন পতরতস্থতির মক্ষধ্য তদক্ষয়

াক্তেক্ষলন িাই এই অেস্থায় এক্ষক অপরক্ষক সািা য করাও অক্ষনক

যেক্ষে মুশতকল তেল।
োংলাক্ষদক্ষশর েহু প্রতিেন্ধী এই সিক্ষিও যকানও প্রাতিষ্ঠাতনক উৎস যথক্ষক যকানও ধ্রক্ষনর সিক্ষ াগীিা পানতন; ার
ক্ষল এই সিিময় তপতরতস্থতিক্ষি টিক্ষক থাকা িাক্ষদর জনয খুে কটিন িক্ষয় পক্ষড়। েণিষেোয় অিংেগ্রহন োরীণদ্র
অণনণ ই মিামারী পতরতস্থতি চলাকালীন সময় সরকার কিৃক
ণ সামাক্তজক তনরাপত্তা মসূব চী ও ক োভিড- ১৯ এর
িনয ভগ্রভহত িরুভর সহোয়তো

মসূব চীর আওতোয় প্রদ্ত্ত ক োন সহোয়তোই পোনভন। অিংেগ্রহন োরীরো িোনোন কয,

তোণদ্র মণিয ক উই ক োভিড- ১৯ এর িনয সর োরী িরুভর সহোয়তো
পোনভন; তোরো আরও অভিণযোে
কমৌভে

মসূব চীর আওতোয় প্রদ্ত্ত ক োন সহোয়তোই

ণরন কয, প্রভতিন্ধীণদ্র িনয প্রদ্ত্ত ভনয়ভমত সর োরী সহণযোেীতোও তোণদ্র

চোভহদ্ো কমিোণনোর িনয যণেষ্ট নয় এিিং ভনয়ভমিোণি িো সময় মত তোরো তো পোনও নো।
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এই পতরতস্থতিক্ষি তকেু প্রতিেন্ধী েযক্তিক্ষক সিয়িার জনয এনক্তজও তেক্ষশষি ওতপতি একটি গুরুত্বপূণ ভূ
ণ তমকা পালন
কক্ষরক্ষে। তকন্তু সংস্থাগুক্ষলার এই কাক্ষজর জনয

ক্ষথি

ান্ড তেলনা;

ক্ষল, মাে দুজন সদসয ওতপতি

াক্ষন্ডর

আওিায় এই সিক্ষ াগীিা যপক্ষয়তেল। এধ্রক্ষনর অপ্রিু ল সিায়িা প্রদাক্ষনর জনয গক্ষেষণায় অংশগ্রিনকারীরা
িাক্ষদর িিাশা প্রকাশ কক্ষরন।
লকিাউক্ষন তিতনক েন্ধ থাকার কারক্ষণ তকেু প্রতিেন্ধী েযক্তির জনয স্বাস্থযক্ষসো পাওয়া কটিন িক্ষয় পক্ষড়তেল; এই
পতরতস্থতিক্ষি িারা প্রক্ষয়াজক্ষন িািার যদখান ো ওষুধ্ সংগ্রি করক্ষি পারতেক্ষলননা ার

ক্ষল যকউ যকউ মারাত্মক

সমসযার সম্মুখীন িক্ষয়তেক্ষলন। যকাতভি- ১৯ যথক্ষক রো পাোর জনয প্রক্ষয়াজনীয় সুরো সরঞ্জাক্ষমর অভাক্ষে যকান
যকান তচতকৎসক প্রতিেন্ধী েযক্তিক্ষদর তচতকৎসায় অনাগ্রি প্রকাশ কক্ষরন। লকিাউক্ষন আয় কক্ষম

াওয়া ো

পতরোক্ষর যজন্ডার ভূ তমকায় েযাঘাি ঘিার কারক্ষণ পতরোরগুক্ষলাক্ষি উক্ষত্তজনা ো ঝগড়া-ঝাটির ঘিনা ঘিক্ষি শুরু
কক্ষর;

ার

ক্ষল োসা-োতড়ক্ষি সতিংসিার ঘিনাও যেক্ষড়ক্ষে েক্ষল ধ্ারণা করা িক্ষে। এই পতরতস্থতিক্ষি সমাক্ষজ

যজন্ডার তভতত্তক সতিংসিা েৃক্তদ্ধর ঘিনাও একটি লেণীয় তেষয়।
িোিংেোণদ্ণের অণনণ ই প্রভতিন্ধীণদ্র প্রভত িীষে কনভতিোচ

িোরেো কপোষে

ণর এিিং প্রভতিন্ধীরো প্রোয়ই ভিভিন্ন

িরণনর বিষণমযর ভে োর হন। তণি এই েণিষেোয় কদ্খো যোয় কয, এই মহোমোরী চেো োেীন সমণয় প্রভতিন্ধী
িযক্তিণদ্র প্রভত বিষময িো অপমোন র আচরে আরও কিণড় কেণে। প্রভতিন্ধী িযক্তিণদ্রণ
িেো, উতযোি

েো

রো, রোস্তো-ঘোণি হয়রোনীর ঘিনো কিণড় কেণে; ভিণেষত দ্ৃটষ্ট প্রভতিন্ধীরো এ িরণনর ঘিনোর সম্মুখীন

কিভে হণেন। বিষমযমূে

দ্ৃটষ্টিভি প্রভতিন্ধীণদ্র িনয ভিভিন্ন িরণনর অি োঠোণমো িো যোনিোহণন অভিেমযতো

ভনক্তিত

রোর কক্ষণে এ টি িড় িোিো।

স্বোিোভি

িীিণনর আ ভি

পভরিতবন ও তোর সোণে খোপ খোওয়োণত ভেণয় েণিষেোয় অিংেগ্রহন োরীণদ্র

অণনণ ই প্রচণ্ড চোণপর সম্মুখীন হণয়ণেন। স্বোিোভি
িযক্তি এিিং তোণদ্র পভরিোণরর সদ্সযণদ্র ভিতর এ
মহোমোরীর

আণি-িোণি

িীিন যোপণন অভস্থ্ভতেীেতো সৃটষ্ট হিোর

োরণে প্রভতিন্ধী

িরণনর অভনিয়তো কদ্খো ভদ্ণয়ণে; এর এ িো িড়

োরে হে

োরণে প্রদ্ত্ত ভিভিন্ন ভিভি-ভনণষণির ফণে মোনুষ এ ো হণয় পণড়ণে। তোণদ্র িীিন িোরণের িনয

প্রণয়োিনীয় স্বোিোভি

সি উপোয়ই এই সিং িময় পভরভস্থ্ভতণত ক্ষভতগ্রস্ত হণয়ণে যোর ফণে পভরভস্থ্ভতর সোণে খোপ

খোওয়োণনো তোণদ্র িনয আরও

টঠন হণয় পণড়। চরম সিং িময় সময়গুণেোণত মোনুষ িীষেিোণি ভনরোেো, হতোেো

ও ভিষন্নতোয় িুেভেে। এই পভরভস্থ্ভতণত িণমরব প্রভত ভিেস তোণদ্র েোভন্ত ভদ্ণয়ভেে; তোরো ভিেোস করণখভেণেন কয
স্রষ্টো অিেযই এই খোরোপ সময় োটিণয় উঠণত সোহোযয রণিন।
ভিভি-ভনণষি ভ েুিো ভেভেে হওয়োয় েণিষেোয় অিংেগ্রহন োরী এিিং তোণদ্র পভরিোণরর সদ্সযরো িীণর িীণর চো ভর
িো

োি পোক্তেণেন; এর ফণে তোরো িীিন িোরণের িনয প্রণয়োিনীয় চোভহদ্ো কমিোণত পোরভেণেন যোর ফণে
ণয় িন অিংেগ্রহন োরীর অিস্থ্োর ভ েুিো উন্নভত হণয়ভেে। কসই সময় ক োভিড- ১৯ ভনণয় দ্ুক্তিন্তো

ণম

যোওয়োয় অনযোনযরোও আণের কচণয় িোে কিোি

রভেণেন এিিং তোণদ্র মণন আেোর সঞ্চোর হণয়ভেে। তণি

ভনণষিোজ্ঞো তু ণে কনিোর পরও

োরও

োি পোওয়ো িো টিণ

সোণে সোণে সিং ণির তীব্রতো

ণমণে এিিং মোনুষও িীণর িীণর অিযস্ত হণয় পণড়ণে তিুও এিো সভতয কয, মহোমোরী

োরও িনয

েো ো অতযন্ত

টঠন ভেে। যভদ্ও সমণয়র

এখনও কেষ হণয় যোয়ভন এিিং মোনুণষর িীিণনর অভনিয়তো এিিং সসমসযো এখনও ভিদ্যমোন।

উপসংহার
যকাতভি- ১৯ এেং এর জনয তগ্রতিি তেতভন্ন সরকারী পদক্ষেপ প্রতিেন্ধী জনক্ষগাটষ্ঠর জীেক্ষন ভয়ােি েতিকর
প্রভাে য ক্ষলক্ষে। এই কারক্ষণই এই মিামারী পতরতস্থতিক্ষি বেষমযিীনভাক্ষে প্রতিেন্ধীক্ষদর অতধ্কার ও যমৌতলক
স্বাধ্ীনিা তনক্তিি করার লক্ষেয প্রতিেন্ধী জনক্ষগাটষ্ঠক্ষক সাক্ষথ তনক্ষয়ই একটি অতিসএতেতলটি ইনক্লুতসভ এপ্রচ ো
প্রতিেন্ধীক্ষদর জনয সমতন্বি পদক্ষেপ গ্রিন করক্ষি িক্ষে।
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তির্াহী
ব সারসংক্ষেপ – সহজ পঠিীয় - র্াংলা
• িোিংেোণদ্ণে িসিোসরত ১0 িন প্রভতিন্ধী িযক্তির

োে কেণ

ক োভিড- ১৯

চেো োেীন সমণয় তোণদ্র িীিন যোপন িো তোণদ্র অিস্থ্ো ক মন ভেে তো িোনণত
চোওয়ো হণয়ভেে। অিংেগ্রহন োরীণদ্র মণিয ক উ ভেণেন িুক্তি প্রভতিন্ধী, ক উ
েোরীভর

প্রভতিন্ধী, ক উ দ্ৃটষ্ট প্রভতিন্ধী এিিং

প্রভতিন্ধীতো। তোণদ্ণরণ

োরও

োরও ভেে এ োভি

তোণদ্র িীিন সম্পণ ব ক্তিজ্ঞোসো

রোর

োরে হে

অভি োিংে কক্ষণেই তোণদ্র িীিন সম্পণ ব ক উ িোনণত চোয়নো।
• প্রভতিন্ধী িনণেোটি সহ সিোর িীিণনই ক োভিড-১৯ মোরোত্ম

ক্ষভত র প্রিোি

কফণেণে।

আমরা কী জািক্ষি পপক্ষরতি
• যকাতভি- ১৯ যথক্ষক সুরতেি থাকার জনয যলাকজনক্ষক োসায় থাকার তনক্ষদণ শ
যদওয়া িয় যো লকিাউন নাক্ষম পতরতচি। এর
পতরোক্ষরর সদসযরা িাক্ষদর চাকতর িারায়; ার

ক্ষল প্রতিেন্ধী েযক্তি ও িাক্ষদর
ক্ষল যসই সময় প্রক্ষয়াজনীয় খাোর

ো ওষুধ্ যকনার মি ক্ষথি িাকা িাক্ষদর িাক্ষি তেলনা। এই অেস্থা িাক্ষদর মাক্ষঝ এক
ধ্রক্ষনর উক্ষদ্বগ সৃটি কক্ষর।
• এই পভরভস্থ্ভত কমো োণিেো
িোন্ধণির

োে কেণ

রোর িনয তোণদ্রণ

পভরিোণরর অনযোনয সদ্সয িো িন্ধু-

িো ো, খোিোর ইতযোভদ্ সোহোযয ভহণসণি ভনণত হণয়ভেে। ক উ

ক উ ভনণির সঞ্চয় কিণিভেে, ক উ গ্রোণম ভফণর ভেণয়ভেে অেিো ক উ িো ো িোর
ণরভেে। ভ ন্তু এই পভরভস্থ্ভতণত

োউণ

সোহোযয

রো খুি

টঠন ভেে।

োরে

প্রণতযণ ই সমসযোর মিয ভদ্ণয় যোক্তেণেন।

• সর োর, প্রভতিন্ধীণদ্র িনয েটঠত সিংস্থ্ো (ওভপভড) িো ভিভিন্ন দ্োতিয সিংস্থ্ো কেণ
ক উ ক উ ভ েু সহণযোেীতো কপণয়ভেণেন। ভ ন্তু আমরো যোণদ্র সোণে

েো িণেভে

তোণদ্র ক উই মহোমোরী চেো োেীন সমণয়র এই ভিণেষ সিং ি পোর

রোর িনয

সর োণরর

োে কেণ

ক োনও অভতভরি আভে ব

অভি োিংেই ক োনও িরণনর সহণযোেীতোই পোনভন।
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সহণযোেীতো পোনভন। এিিং

• ক োভিড- ১৯ প্রণতযণ র িীিন পোণে ভদ্ণয়ণে। অণনণ র িনযই এটি ভেে এ টি
িড় িরণনর িোক্কো; তোণদ্র ভনণিণদ্র এিিং পভরিোণরর

ী হণি তো ভনণয় তোরো

অভনিয়তোয় িুেভেণেন। সোরোক্ষে িোসোয় িণস েো োয় মোনুষ হোাঁভপণয় উণঠভেে।
হোণত িো ো-পয়সো নো েো োয় পভরিোরগুণেোণত ঝেড়ো-ঝোটি কেণে যোক্তেে। মোনুষ
িীত-সন্ত্রস্ত ও হতোে হণয় পড়ভেে। তোণদ্র মণন হক্তেে, এই পভরভস্থ্ভত টঠ

রোর

ক োনও উপোয়ই কযন তোণদ্র হোণত কনই।
• ভ েুভদ্ন পর ক োভিড পভরভস্থ্ভত ভ েুিো ভনয়ন্ত্রণন এণে মোনুষ আিোর িোভড়র িোইণর
কযণত শুরু

ণর। এর ফণে ক উ ক উ তোণদ্র চো ভর ভফণর পোয় যোর ফণে তোরো

খোিোর সহ অনযোনয ভনতয প্রণয়োিনীয় ক্তিভনণসর িযয়িোর গ্রহন

রণত পোণর। ফণে

তোণদ্র ভিতর ভ েুিো স্বক্তস্ত ভফণর আণস। পভরভস্থ্ভতর সোণে অিযস্ত হণয় যোওয়োয়
মোনুণষর মোণঝ িয়-িীভত
• ভ ন্তু ভ েু কেোণ র

ণম ভেণয়ভেে; যোর ফণে অনযরোও স্বক্তস্ত কিোি

রভেে।

োি িো চো ভর নো েো োয় খোিোর িো অনযোনয প্রণয়োিনীয় সমগ্রী

ক নোর মত িো ো তোণদ্র হোণত ভেেনো; ফণে কসই সময়ও তোরো উভিগ্ন ভেে।
• ক োভিড- ১৯ চেো োেীন সময় সর োর ও অনযোনয সিংস্থ্োর পক্ষ কেণ

প্রভতিন্ধী

িযক্তিণদ্র প্রভত সহণযোেীতোর হোত িোভড়ণয় কদ্ওয়ো অতযন্ত প্রণয়োিন। প্রভতিন্ধী
িযক্তিণদ্র

ী িরণনর এিিং ভ িোণি সহণযোেীতো

িযক্তিণদ্র

োে কেণ ই িোনণত হণি।
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রো প্রণয়োিন তো প্রভতিন্ধী

Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic is deepening pre-existing inequalities, including those faced by
people with disabilities (UN, 2020). At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic serious
concerns were raised about the possible impacts of the pandemic for people with disabilities
and their families, and whether the national and local support for populations during the
pandemic would be sufficiently disability inclusive (IDA, 2020; UN, 2020). Guidelines were
produced by key organisations suggesting ways to avoid the predicted exacerbation of the
disadvantaged position of people with disabilities in many contexts (IDA, 2020; IDA and
IDDC, 2020; ILO, 2020a and b; Inclusion International, 2020; OHCHR, 2020; WHOa, 2020;
WHOb 2020).
Initially information about the situation for people with disabilities was scarce, but as the
pandemic has progressed emerging evidence indicates that they have experienced various
rights violations and been disproportionality affected by the health, economic and social
impacts of COVID-19 (COVID-19 DRM, 2020). People with disabilities are especially at risk
of catching and dying from COVID-19, due to a combination of lack of accessible information
about COVID-19 prevention, increased barriers to health care, reduced support or care, or,
for some, increased clinical vulnerability (Webster, 2020; HI, 2020a; Goyal et al., 2020;
COVID-19 DRM, 2020; i2i, 2020; HI, 2020b). Barriers to education, already present for
children with disabilities, have increased with school closures and the move to online
learning has generally not considered their access needs (Goyal et al., 2020; COVID-19
DRM, 2020; Nagari, 2020). Various surveys have found that the pandemic has negatively
affected the incomes of people with disabilities and their households as they have lost their
jobs, resulting in increased food insecurity (HI, 2020b; HI, 2020a; Goyal et al., 2020; i2i,
2020; Ahmed et al, 2020; Christensen, 2020a; Christensen, 2020b). Pre-existing disability
related stigmatisation, discrimination and violence are reported to have increased during the
outbreak (HI, 2020a; UN, 2020; Goyal et al., 2020; COVID-19 DRM, 2020; Christensen,
2020a, WEI 2020; Christensen, 2020b), and people with disabilities’ mental health has been
severely affected by the enforced isolation of lockdowns and other restrictions (COVID-19
DRM, 2020; Sale et al 2020; Goyal et al., 2020). These emerging findings suggest the global
pandemic has led to the predicted negative consequences for people with disabilities.
However, more evidence is needed to fully understand what has happened to people from
different impairment groups and living in diverse situations across the world during the
pandemic. In particular, there is limited in-depth understanding about how people with
disabilities in low-and-middle income countries have experienced the evolving COVID-19
situation from their perspective.
The Inclusion Works (IW) programme, funded by the UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth, and
Development Office (FCDO), involves a consortium of 10 organisations working in four
countries over four years (2018-2022). It aims to create and test innovative approaches to
improve the long-term economic empowerment and inclusion of people with disabilities in
formal employment. The programme has responded to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic in a
variety of ways, including this research, which has been conducted through collaboration
with international and local partners, including Organisations of Persons with Disabilities
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(OPDs1), and in line with UNCRPD principles. The overall research aim was to better
understand how people with disabilities have experienced the evolving COVID-19 pandemic
in the four countries involved in the Inclusion Works programme - Bangladesh, Kenya,
Nigeria, and Uganda. This report highlights the findings of this in-depth qualitative research
with jobseekers with disabilities involved with the Inclusion Works programme in
Bangladesh. The study explored their lived experiences over two different phases of the
COVID-19 pandemic using a narrative interviewing approach, which involved them directly in
communicating their experiences and focused on their priorities and perceptions, as well as
gathering their own recommendations on pandemic responses.

Country Context
A new coronavirus disease (COVID-19) was first identified in December 2019, with the WHO
declaring the outbreak a pandemic on 11th March 2020. The first three known cases in
Bangladesh were reported three days prior on 8 th March 2020 by the country's Institute of
Epidemiology Disease Control and Research (IEDCR) (Paul, 2020). To protect the
population, the Government declared a national lockdown starting on 23rd March. Initially it
was due to finish after 10 days but was soon extended to 30th May. Infections remained low
until the end of March but saw a steep rise in April (Nabi and Shovon, 2020). In the week
ending on 11th April, new cases grew by 1,155 percent, the highest in Asia, ahead of
Indonesia with 186 percent (Devulapalli & Dantewadia, 2020). As of 25th March 2021, in
Bangladesh there have been 580,808 confirmed cases of COVID-19 with 8,763 deaths
reported to WHO (WHO 2021). Bangladesh is the second most affected country in South
Asia, after India.
In the early stages of the crisis, the government of Bangladesh was slow to respond to
demands for testing. By the end of March (a week into the national lockdown), only 1,185
people had been tested for COVID-19 in Bangladesh. By the same date, neighbouring India
had carried out 27,688 tests and Pakistan 14,336 (Alif, 2020). Newspaper reports and social
media continued to report deaths of patients with COVID-19 symptoms. Some of the
deceased were treated at COVID-19 isolation centres at hospitals in the districts, though no
tests were conducted to confirm infection (Maswood, 2020). In the early days, testing
remained centralised at the IEDCR, which is based in the capital Dhaka, although patients
with symptoms were reported all around the country. The IEDCR created a series of hotline
numbers, email address and social media pages for people to contact them if they had
COVID-19 symptoms and to provide information.
Bangladesh has faced significant challenges in combating COVID-19, as it is a densely
populated country, and also houses a million Rohingya refugees in sprawling refugee camps
conducive to the spread of disease. It also has significant migrant populations living in

1

Organisations of Persons with Disabilities (OPDs) are also sometimes referred to as
Disabled People’s Organisations (DPOs)
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various countries, including China and Italy, which were badly affected by COVID-19 in early
2020. Religion is an important part of Bangladeshi culture, and mass religious events and
communal prayers may have helped to spread the virus (Nooruddin & Shahid, 2020).
The economy in Bangladesh has been badly affected by the pandemic. Exports from the
ready-made garment industry are a major part of Bangladesh’s economy, and demand for
this industry has been particularly badly hit. COVID-19 has caused unemployment, job
losses, reduced incoming remittances, food insecurity and poverty in Bangladesh. The socioeconomic and development impacts have been severe, and the health sector is under
considerable strain. The pandemic will have a detrimental impact on working towards the
targets of Sustainable Development Goals. In addition, quality education will be hampered in
the country, although institutions are now open and some are exams going ahead. Some are
not and students have been protesting about this. The government of Bangladesh has
mobilised a stimulus package to support the affected industries and communities. However,
recent research found that government support (both COVID-19 specific and from prior
programmes) was not provided to many people with disabilities during the pandemic
(Rohwerder et al, 2021). Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) and in particular OPDs
have played an important role in supporting people with disabilities but are under resourced.
It is not yet clear how services such as education and health will be strengthened and
supported.
As of January 2021, there were no lockdown measures in place. There is concern that
natural disasters which are common in Bangladesh, including cyclones, tidal floods, flash
floods, and landslides are likely in the coming months and could add to the challenges posed
by COVID-19 and further aggravate the humanitarian needs of the most vulnerable groups in
the country.

Research process and methods
This study focussed on involving participants who were job seekers with disabilities in the
Inclusion Works programme in Bangladesh. We aimed to involve those from the most
marginalised impairment groups, who are often excluded from research. In Bangladesh this
included people with intellectual and multiple impairments, dwarfism and albinism.
With the UNCRPD as a guiding framework, a research design was developed using
qualitative methodologies, as these were deemed to be most appropriate for generating
subjective knowledge from within a context (Tracey, 2013; Braun and Clarke, 2012;
Hammett et al, 2015). A narrative interviewing approach was selected for several reasons:
•

•

Telling stories is a natural and universal form of communication - this method is
accessible to everyone regardless of education level, language competence or
communication mode (Jovchelovitch and Bauer, 2000).
By recollecting and sequencing experiences as stories, participants make sense of
their experiences.
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•

•

As a teller-focused method, evidence about what matters to participants is generated,
rather than using pre-determined questions to investigate topics that may be of less
concern to them (Hydén, 2014).
This approach can generate insights on situational, emotional and relational aspects,
that may not emerge from researcher-directed interviews.

Each participant was given the opportunity to take part in two rounds of interviews,
separated by a few months. The purpose of undertaking two rounds of interviews was first to
gain deeper insight both as trusting relations and thus openness developed between
participants and researchers, and because the narratives were anticipated to flow more
easily as the interviewees’ expressive confidence increased. Second, this provided an
additional processual lens, to enable some insight on how disabled participants interpreted
and responded to COVID-19 as the pandemic progressed over time.
An experienced participatory researcher from Bangladesh led the data collection process.
The Institute of Development Studies (IDS) team developed the research processes and
materials, provided training and supervisory accompaniment for the local researcher, and led
the analysis process. Extra researcher training on dealing with sensitive issues and the
communication needs for different impairment groups was provided by the wider team and
partners.
Participants were recruited from the pool of jobseekers with disabilities involved in some way
with the Inclusion Works programme, including those from often excluded populations, such
as people with intellectual disabilities. Support from the Sightsavers and ADD International
Bangladesh offices, Access Bangladesh Foundation and other Organisations of People with
Disabilities (OPDs), was crucial to reaching these participants. The local researchers worked
with them to purposively reach beyond those usually asked to participate, and to ensure
inclusion of a range of participants, a gender-balance, and a range of ages.
To ensure that both the participants and researcher remained safe during the research
process, the narrative interviews were undertaken online or by phone, which is an accepted
approach (Holt, 2010). The researcher was encouraged to conduct interviews on online
communication platforms such as TEAMs or Zoom and use the video function when
possible. This was both to aid relationship building and effective communication, which was
particularly important for those such as the participants with intellectual disabilities, who may
rely more on body language, gestures, or facial expressions. Data costs were reimbursed.
The choice of platform was ultimately informed by each individual participant’s preferences,
capacities and access to technology.
Ethics approval for this work was obtained from the IDS ethics committee. To mitigate
heightened ethical risks compared with face-to-face interviewing (such as the additional
difficulties of reading dynamics or responding supportively if strong emotions arose), the
research process involved three calls with each participant during the first interview round:
On the first call the research purpose and process were explained, including consent and
anonymisation, the right to withdraw, and the analysis and reporting plans. The participant’s
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access and communication support needs were also discussed prior to the interview, which
enabled necessary accommodations to be made.
On the second call participants were asked for verbal consent to be involved. This gave
them time and space after the first call to decide whether to participate, reducing any
perceived pressure to participate. The interview was conducted after verbal consent was
gained and the participant confirmed that they felt secure, and their access needs were
being met. After an initial introduction, a narrative interview proceeds by asking one very
general and open question (Jovchelovitch and Bauer, 2000):
Participants were asked to share how the COVID situation had developed for
them and impacted on their lives.
The interviewer reassured them that they could share experiences in any way they liked but
encouraged the story-form by suggesting they start at the beginning, when they first heard
about the pandemic, and then relate what happened afterwards up to the present. Prompts
and follow-up questions were used to ask for specific examples, or to expand on the key
aspects that interviewees chose to talk about. Finally, there was a third call to ensure that
the participant was feeling alright and still happy to be involved.
The second round of interviews followed a similar process. It was anticipated that the second
round of interviews would involve greater openness and narrative flow due to developing
relations between the researcher and participant.
A face-to-face participatory thematic analysis process was planned, involving the researcher
and some participants. However, this plan had to be adapted due to ongoing COVID-19
restrictions. To minimise risk and comply with regulations, a series of collective analysis
sessions were undertaken online, involving the IDS team and the in-country researchers
from the four countries. Prior to undertaking the analysis, the researchers were provided with
thematic analysis training.
The analysis sessions included an initial reading of the first interviews, and the sharing of
interview narratives. From the data, themes were generated and compared across countries.
Following discussion and debate, the themes were then clustered to produce a first-level
analysis. Overarching themes, such as gender, impairment specific aspects, emotions and
economic/financial impacts were established. The IDS team-members each analysed the
remaining interviews using one of these lenses. After the second round of interviews had
been conducted, a second analysis session was held, where additional themes were
generated based on the current situation in each country. New insight was compared with
the detailed first round analysis. This validated previous themes and indicated data
saturation, but there were also changes in impacts and feelings, as well as some additional
overarching themes. Collectively generating overarching meanings and interpretations,
ensured that this synthesis was grounded in local perspectives.
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Participants
A table detailing the characteristics of the Bangladeshi participants can be found in Annex 1.
In total 10 participants took part, with a 50:50 gender balance between females and males.
Participants were recruited with the help of organisations of people with disabilities (OPDs)
and the IW consortium partners ADD International and Sightsavers. Two out of the 10
participants had intellectual impairments, two had physical impairments, two had visual
impairments, two had multiple impairments and two were classified as ‘other’ (Dwarfism and
Albinism). The participants were mostly young (aged between 18 and 26), with one 32 yearold. They were a well-educated cohort with eight having attended tertiary education (college
or university), with the others special education. One participant was an assistant trainer, but
most were not in employment. Six were currently students, and three had no occupation or
employment. Two participants were married, and the rest were single. Half lived in an urban
and half a rural area. Two lived alone, but eight lived with at least one parent, and six with
other siblings as well. The largest family was six (two participants). All but one participant
was interviewed twice.

Findings
In this paper we present key themes which emerged from the narrative interviews in
Bangladesh. Two different types of interlinking themes emerged: overarching ‘subjective’
experiences themes and more ‘concrete’ material impacts.
‘Concrete’ (material) themes illustrating the tangible impacts were clearly identified. These
fall into two main types, with links and overlaps between them. There are the
economic/financial impacts and people’s experience of the structures, systems and civil
society responses to the pandemic. Then there are individual (and intersecting) identity
related experiences linked to people’s gender and/or impairment type and disability status.
The ‘subjective’ experience themes broadly reflect the participants’ feelings and experiences
during the initial COVID-19 crisis and its continuation over a couple of months. These
emotions arose in response to the loss of the stability of known life, the ‘old normal’, the
pandemic risks and the lockdown restrictions, and the uncertain journey towards a ‘new
normal’. We interpreted these emotions as ‘floating above’ and ‘weaving through’
participants’ experiences expressed as more ‘concrete’ or material themes. Overall, strong
themes of de-stabilisation, disorientation and uncertainty were experienced due to the
extraordinary situation, with subthemes of shock, confusion, fear, loss, stress, conflict,
anxiety, despair and depression in various forms.
We describe these themes and bring to the fore the voices of the participants in the following
section. Quotes are identified as from individuals by gender and impairment type, and
interview ID number (A or B before the number indicate whether the quote comes from the
first (A) or the second (B) interview).
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Concrete, material and system related impacts
Economic impacts
Similarly to people across the world, our interviewees with disabilities and their families in
Bangladesh experienced major negative economic impacts due to lockdown and other
pandemic restrictions, and descended into (deeper) poverty as they or those they were
dependant on lost their jobs, businesses, or other income. Some people with disabilities had
lost their jobs as a result of staying home due to lockdown or fear of catching COVID-19 at
work. Most of the people with disabilities in this cohort belong to lower and lower-middleincome families, and the participants were part of family/household units that generally relied
on more than one source of income. Generally, most of the income earners in families had
lost their job.
“My financial condition was bad before the COVID-19 but after the COVID-19 the
condition is now worse.” (woman, visual impairment, IWCOVBDA10)
“We are totally dependent on my father’s income. My father received his salary
once in a two month and it is not sufficient for us to run the family.” (man, visual
impairment, IWCOVBGB6)
“Our two family income sources have totally stopped… Due to COVID-19, I did not
get any students to do tuition - I am totally empty handed right now. Furthermore,
my husband’s income also decreased.” (woman, physical impairment,
IWCOVBGA7)

Families where at least one person was still working were in a slightly better position as they
still had some income on which to survive, though cuts were still necessary.
“With the help of mine and my brother’s income, family costs have been
borne. But for both of us the income amount is much less than the
requirement…monthly food items have had to be cut down.” (man,
intellectual impairment, IWCOVBGA1)
Especially affected by the negative economic impacts were those with existing financial
pressures prior to the outbreak. These included those who lacked a previous job, which
includes many people with disabilities due to existing barriers to employment, those needing
to pay for ongoing medicine, those with family dependants, and single parents. One student
participant, whose parents were retired and brother had lost their job, noted that:
“My family …faced lot of challenges and difficulties due to the financial
instability ...the economic condition of my family totally broke down.” (man,
multiple impairments, IWCOVBGA2)
Many interviewees reported hunger and reduced food consumption as they no longer had the
money to pay for regular food. Some feared they and their families would starve.
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“Due to the COVID-19, my father’s business has totally stopped and he is
doing day labourer work. Some day he got some work but other day he did
not get any work. The days he has some work...we have some food in our
house. But when he did not …that day we had to keep ourselves starved.”
(woman, visual impairment, IWCOVBGA10)
“We are passing our day by eating two times a day.” (woman, physical
impairment, IWCOVBGA3)
Increased food and transport costs due to the pandemic also made buying food more
difficult, in addition to the other bills.
“The price of daily commodities has risen very high which is not within our
affordability limit. This situation makes our live more miserable.” (man,
physical impairment, IWCOVBGB4)
“They were not able to pay their house rent, other utility bills. My financial
condition is bad before the COVID-19 but after the COVID-19 the condition
is now worsened.” (woman, visual, IWCOVBDA10)
Medical costs for those with medical needs in the family, their own or other family members,
were also major concerns. It was also noted that people with disabilities struggled to buy
hygiene products used for COVID-19 prevention due to their financial situations.
“I and my family member were not able to take any medical treatment as the
expenses are very high. We have to buy medicine from pharmacies without
any doctor’s consultation which is very dangerous.” (man, physical
impairment, IWCOVBGB4)
“[People with disabilities] do not have the money to buy and maintain the
hygiene which is currently the most important thing to rescue themselves
from the COVID-19.” (woman, physical impairment, IWCOVBGA7)
The financial pressures caused the interviewees and their families significant stress as they
struggled to meet their and their families’ needs (see emotional effect section below).
“My family faced a lot of financial crisis. My mental condition is not good and
I’m always stressed.” (man, physical impairment, IWCOVBGA4)
This applied not only to our interviewees with disabilities but also to the people with
disabilities they knew in their communities.
“My neighbours, friends, and relatives’ condition is not good. They are also
facing some sort of financial crisis and going through a mental trauma.”
(woman, visual, IWCOVBDA10)
In order to survive during the worst of the pandemic lockdown, many interviewees and their
families relied on savings, taking loans, selling assets such as land, and financial support
from other family members or friends.
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“To run my family, we took several loans to buy grocery items. We tried to
pay the loan. But it is really burdensome for us to pay the loan.” (woman,
physical impairment, IWCOVBGA7)
“If [my elder sister] did not help us in our bad time, maybe we would die in
the meantime.” (woman, albinism, IWCOVBDB8)
However, not everyone had access to these financial coping mechanisms and family and
friends were often going through the same difficulties and struggled to help each other.
“The savings in our hand are already used during the COVID-19 shutdown.”
(woman, albinism, IWCOVBGA8)
“My family financial condition is very poor now. We do not have any relative
who could help us in this situation.” (woman, albinism, IWCOVBGA8)
Participants also noting the struggle to find jobs, both during and before the pandemic
despite qualifications.
“I have completed my graduation already 2 years ago. But I did not manage
[to find] a job… My family is currently pressurizing me to getting any job. My
family will not be able to bear my cost anymore. It actually always kills me
inside.” (man, physical impairment, IWCOVBDA4)
“Despite of my qualification, I did not get any job till now. Everyone mocks
me to my face... I determined…that I will try my level best …- if I am unable
to get any job I will not keep myself alive.” (man, multiple impairments,
IWCOVBGA5)
Even though the inability to find work can be a result of disability discrimination, its affects
people with disabilities self-esteem, and the participants expressed guilt and discomfort for
becoming dependant or for not being able to provide for their dependants.
“When I seek money from my family members they give it to me but treat me
differently which is really embarrassing for me.” (man, physical impairment,
IWCOVBDB4)
“It is really shameful for me to ask money from my family members. My
family members did not say anything but their facial expression says a lot.”
(man, multiple impairments, IWCOVBGB5)
Very few of our interviewees managed to survive the economic shock as a result of more
formally provided relief from government, NGOs, OPDs, whereas most received no such
assistance as discussed next.

Governance and services
None of the Bangladesh IW interviewees mentioned receiving social protection income, and
it was noted that few people with disabilities generally were provided with government
support. There were also complaints that usual assistance was irregular or being provided
late.
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“Many people with disabilities do not have a disability allowance card. So
they did not receive any support from the government. People with
disabilities did not get any new support from the government.” (woman,
albinism, IWCOVBGB8)
“The government has provided some of the disability allowance but due to
COVID-19 the distribution of the allowance has slowed down.” (man,
multiple impairments, IWCOVBGA2)
It was clear that many people with disabilities, including our interviewees, had slipped
through the net and did not receive any assistance from formal sources, with serious
consequences for their pandemic experiences.
“Many people with disabilities did not receive any relief. They are starving
because of the lack of food.” (woman, physical impairment, IWCOVBGA3)
Only two interviewees in this study mentioned aid from their OPD. They also noted that while
it was helpful it was not enough to meet their family’s needs during the pandemic crisis.
“I have received some relief with the help my DPOs but the amount is very
much less than the need.” (man, multiple impairments, IWCOVBGA2)
Education services were closed due to the lockdown, and there were problems accessing
other services such as medical care, with one women attributing the loss of a child to this:
“During COVID-19…I gave birth my daughter in February but unfortunately, I
lost my child. She died due to medical issues… After my delivery, my health
condition was very bad. Due to COVID-19, I could not find any doctor either
public or private…no doctors attended their clinics during the pandemic”.
(woman, physical impairment, IWCOVBDA7)

Participant’s geographical location
The lockdown restrictions were experienced as being worse in urban than rural areas.
People living rurally, could get outside more easily and had space around them; whereas in
the urban areas living spaces were more crowded, making it impossible to maintain social
distance, service were inaccessible and there were restrictions on public transport. In rural
locations people had some scope to do activities to generate income, but in the urban
settings there was a tricky balance of risk (starve or go out to earn). On the other hand, in
rural areas people with disabilities have less access to hygiene kits, information and
services, and less awareness about the impact of COVID-19.

Identity-related impacts
Gender related impacts
Before discussing gendered contrasts, it is notable that some respondents thought that the
pandemic had affected men and women similarly, with all experiencing shock, fear, loss and
worry about survival (see emotional effect section below).
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However, many participants in Bangladesh thought the pandemic circumstances and loss of
income caused family tensions and had changed relations in the home between men and
women. (Interestingly, perspectives about whether men or women had been more affected
were not linked neatly to respondents’ genders).
“There is always an unhappy environment in their home.” (woman, albinism,
IWCOVBGA8)
Traditional gender norms in Bangladesh position men as the predominant breadwinners,
which brings a large financial responsibility. When work stopped and they were no longer
able to provide for their families, this was perceived to bring a sense of failure, alongside
worry about their families’ welfare. It was also reported that men found it difficult being at
home all day, as they were not used to domestic life, and unable or unwilling to adjust.
“Men’s condition was not good. Men stayed at home unoccupied… This
situation increased their depression and frustration. It was really tough for
the men to not go out.” (woman, intellectual, IWCOVBDA9)
“Many of the men stay at home and use social media - their heads always in
anger. Many men could not …have their usual outing with friends. Due to the
lack of job, men suffer from mental trauma.” (woman, physical impairment,
IWCOVBGA3)
On the other hand, women generally have to manage both the family and their jobs
simultaneously which creates ongoing pressures. During the lock down they couldn’t do their
jobs or shop.
“Many women usually do domestic chores for their living, but couldn’t due to
COVID-19. Besides that, women couldn’t go out for necessities at the
market or bazar.” (woman, physical impairment, IWCOVBGA3)
“Many of the women who worked in garments has lost their job… Many
women working from home also have pressure due to managing the family
as well as a job. It is really troublesome for most of the women.” (woman,
physical, IWCOVBDA7).
Some interviewees also noted a changed behaviour towards and by women when they went
out:
“Neighbours teased us about using the gloves and mask during outings, but
…never said anything to men. I think there is a different attitude showed by
people in the surroundings, who assume men go out for work purposes.”
(woman, physical impairment, IWCOVBGA3)
“I think before the COVID-19, some women went outside openly but due to
COVID-19 women are using scarf/Hizab and mask for their precautions.”
(man, multiple impairments, IWCOVBDA2)
Stresses manifested for both genders, but within households with less space and financial
worries the tensions were amplified, seriously affecting gender relations, and upsetting the
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usual dynamics between spouses, parents and children and other relationships. Many
participants spoke of increased conflict at home, felt to be due to men and women being
forced together for extended periods (because of curfew, working from home guidelines or
partners not having work), and the financial pressures.
“Due to the lack of employment, there is always a quarrel hanging on the
family.” (man, visual impairment, IWCOVBGA6)
“They may quarrel with their family members without reason because of
mental pressure.” (man, visual impairment, IWCOVBGA6)
Thus, there were more arguments, and although no interviewees reported direct experience
of physical violence, their perception was that it was happening in other households.
“Because of the financial burden, they are suffering from mental illness…and
tried to do violent activities at home.” (man, visual impairment,
IWCOVBGA6)
“Some women experienced domestic violence due to the male family
member being at home… Some women face physical torture without any
reason.” (woman, physical impairment, IWCOVBGA3
An increase in gender-based violence outside the home was also reported, such as attacks
or rape of girls and women. Respondents attributed this to increased stress within homes,
and disruption of the norms of social behaviour. Our interviewers also observed that these
tensions decreased as men earned income again after the restrictions eased and they could
work again. Although the mental impact of the crisis is likely to stay with people for a while.
“The rate of the family violence and gender-based violence has decreased
as the male member started their job, business. There is at least little bit
earning to run their family.” (man, visual impairment, IWCOVBGB6)

Impairment related
In addition to the existing challenges faced by people with disabilities and the inaccessibility
of social assistance provision, the pandemic has been particularly challenging for people
with visual impairments, due to their reliance on touch.
During the pandemic, touch increases the risk of infection and is discouraged to reduce the
spread of the virus. Whereas before the pandemic they may have been given assistance by
others this was much harder now as people are worried about coming into contact with
strangers whose infection status is unknown. Some people in their communities believed
that people with disabilities were more likely to be carrying the virus either due to their
impairment, or due to inadequate hygiene practices. This resulted in some people with
disabilities being ostracised by members of the community. In addition, people with
disabilities reported feeling anxious that if members of society contracted the virus that they
would be unfairly blamed for it. This resulted in one participant with an intellectual
impairment feeling threatened within the home as his parents acted to protect him.
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“My mother scolded me and warned me that if I stepped out from home, I will
not be able to enter my house anymore... My father strictly forbade me to
step out from house and threatened me that if I step out from home, no one
will be responsible for my situation…” (man, intellectual, IWCOVBDA1)

Disability-related stigma
In Bangladesh, negative stereotyping towards people with disabilities was a strongly
expressed theme. Overt expression of discriminatory attitudes was reported by several
participants as something they experienced normally that continued during the pandemic.
“I did not face any different treatment from my family or others. But as
always I [was] neglected and faced challenges due to my dwarfism.” (man,
physical impairment, IWCOVBGA4)
Mocking and taunting was a particular problem for those with ‘visible’ impairments such as
physical impairments, such as their facial appearance, dwarfism and albinism.
“Everyone mock about my face. Due to my appearance I have never
qualified in a job… Due to the facial disability… Disability is a curse, nobody
like the PWDs…the people in our society never thought that we are also
human… They thought that we are garbage.” (man, multiple impairments,
IWCOVBGA5)
“Most of the people are frightened to look at my face. Many of them ignore
me due to my appearance. I did not like to attend any social invitation
because every [stares] … Sometime neighbours questioned my parent why
they did not take me to the doctor.” (woman, albinism, IWCOVBDA8)
Teasing, bullying and street harassment was common, and most participants thought it was
no different in the pandemic, but some reported exacerbated stigma outside the home
towards themselves or others with disabilities.
“My family and friends always treated me well. Due to COVID-19, from my
family I have never been treated differently. But in the outside, some people
treated me differently. Sometimes, many people teased me due my physical
disability. After the incidents, I console myself that I have to be strong.”
(woman, physical impairment, IWCOVBGA3)
“I was treated differently since the pandemic started. Like, many of my
neighbours did not talk with me properly.” (man, multiple impairments,
IWCOVBDA2)
“I felt that many other person with disabilities has faced different treatment
due to COVID-19… For example, my sister’s daughter have the disability
problem. Her classmate, neighbours did not behave well with her.” (woman,
physical, IWCOVBDA7)
The negative stereotyping also resulted in challenges around mobility. In Bangladesh,
rickshaw drivers would avoid picking up people with disabilities.
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“As many people think that PWDs carry the corona virus. Still the attitude did
not change. Many of the auto-rickshaw and other vehicle driver did not want
to take me as I am a disabled person.” (woman, physical impairment,
IWCOVBGA3)
The second interviews revealed that negative stereotyping, mocking and bullying has
continued even as restrictions have been lifted and some aspects of life were returning to
how they were before. Negative attitudes towards people with disabilities is deeply ingrained
within Bangladesh, but the study suggests that the pandemic may have exacerbated the
stigma experienced by some people with disabilities. Stigma is experienced as very hurtful,
but during the pandemic this was compounded by a range of other emotional impacts, as is
explored next.

Emotions/feelings (internal or subjective) effects
As is illustrated in discussing the more concrete themes so far, like many other people
worldwide, the participants with disabilities in this study went through and may be continuing
to experience difficult emotional journeys due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This was in
response to the abrupt suspension of the ‘old normal’ life, the dramatic changes, and the
need to adapt many aspects of normal routines to the new situation.
Initially many participants experienced intense shock and fear, as their usual life was
completely disrupted.
“I heard about COVID-19 from television. I felt that it will create inhalation
and I felt frightened.” (woman, intellectual, IWCOVBDA9)
“The fear of corona always attacks me like I will be affected with corona any
time. It kills me all the time inside… Someone might die for no reason.’.
(man, multiple impairments, IWCOVBDA2)
The more existential panic soon diminished for some it replaced by the understandable fear
of contagion.
“After heard about the Covid, I felt frightened about it like I will die… After
some days, the fear faded away.” (man, intellectual, IWCOVBDA1)
“The interaction between neighbours, friends and relatives also decreased. I
felt that everyone got frightened due to the COVID-19.” (woman, albinism,
IWCOVBDA8)
However, many people with disabilities felt people were unfairly afraid of them, which was
upsetting.
Loss was a predominant theme. This encompassed the loss of the stability from the
interruption of usual lives, resulted in disorientation and uncertainty about what would
happen to participants and their families.
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“We could not pass a single good day. My college has closed down. I don’t
know when the college will open again. My sister’s school has also closed.”
(woman, visual, IWCOVBDA10)
“I am totally stuck in my house. My study is totally stopped. I can’t apply for
any jobs – there are no new jobs during COVID-19. Everything is totally
uncertain right now…” (woman, albinism, IWCOVBDA8).
There was sadness at the loss of opportunities and a sense of disappointment at buried
dreams.
“Due to the long shut down, I lost my academic year… If I could have
completed my degree…I would have entered employment earlier…to reduce
the burden on my family. It actually depressed me a lot.” (woman, physical
impairment, IWCOVBGA3)
Those whose education was halted also had concerns about their future ability to find work,
as in Bangladesh some government job applications are age limited.
“Due to my education stopping, I am concerned about the age limit… I will
not be able to join the government as per my interest.” (man, multiple
impairments, IWCOVBGA2)
Whilst most interviewees understood the need to stay at home to protect themselves, the
loss of freedom during lockdown made people unhappy, with some finding it suffocating or
feeling imprisoned.
“I had to stay at home all the time. I felt bored in that time.” (woman,
albinism, IWCOVBDA8)
“Many persons with disabilities were not able to step out from home. The
children with disabilities did not go their school…. They are prisoned at
home… They are facing the problem of suffocation.” (woman, visual,
IWCOVBDA10)
“They are suffering a lot due to stuck in the house. They could not step out
from and may be felt suffocated due to the long time stay at home.” (man,
visual impairment, IWCOVBDA6)
These feelings may have been felt acutely by the participants due to their youth, although
further research would need to confirm this. However, this study did suggest that in
Bangladesh the lockdown was experienced especially keenly by participants with intellectual
impairments, as well as thought to be worse for children with disabilities.
“The condition of the other friends (with Downs syndrome) are same. They
are stuck at their house… I feel suffocated. I cannot take breath due to the
suffocation and stuck at home.” (woman, intellectual, IWCOVBDA9)
“Especially care children with Downs syndrome, intellectual [impairments], or
cerebral palsy felt suffocated due to COVID-19. They could not step out from
home and they always remain depressed.” (woman, albinism, IWCOVBDA8)
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Lockdown and other restrictions were also experienced as making life lonely and isolated.
“The communication and interaction between friends and relatives has totally
stopped. There is always a tension in everyone’s mind.” (woman, physical,
IWCOVBDA3)
“There is no communication between the neighbours. Everyone maintains
social distance due to the COVID-19.” (woman, intellectual, IWCOVBDA9)
Not being able to afford communication costs contributed to interviewees feelings of isolation
as it made it hard for them to stay in touch with their friends and OPD members:
“I have to stay at home all the time and I did not able to communicate
through phone with my friends as I did not have the ability to buy the talk
time.” (woman, visual impairment, IWCOVBDB10)
“I could not communicate with the other DPO members through phone due
to lack of money.” (woman, physical impairment, IWCOVBGA3)
People’s usual support structures were also affected which made it harder for them to cope.
“The activities of my DPO have totally stopped… If I could visit my DPO
regularly, maybe I could learn some new things which may help in many
other ways… By communicating with other members, we could share our
problems and it would help lessen the pressure…” (woman, physical
IWCOVBDA3)
As previously mentioned, the loss of freedom during lockdown exacerbated tensions
between spouses and other family members.
The pandemic lockdowns and other restrictions clearly created much worry and distress for
people with disabilities. Inevitably, due to the economic problems they faced, the initial acute
fear of the virus was taken over by fear of hunger. People felt hopeless, helpless and very
depressed in the worst times of the crisis.
“I almost lost all my hope due to my mental health, physical health and also
for the financial crisis.” (woman, physical impairment, IWCOVBDA7)
“People with disabilities could not work… Their economic condition is worse
right now. It gives me a lot of pain when I think about it.” (man, multiple
impairments, IWCOVBGA2)
“It gives a lot of mental pressure. Sometimes I felt that the inner pain has
traumatized me inside.” (man, visual impairment, IWCOVBGA6)
Some people found comfort in religion and trusting to Allah to get them through the situation.
“I always pray to Allah to save us from the COVID-19.” (woman, visual
impairment, IWCOVBDA10)
“Maintain the hygiene protection, pray to the Almighty for his blessings.”
(man, multiple impairments, IWCOVBGA2)
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Overall, many strong feelings were generated by the pandemic, and it is important to
understand the emotional impacts, as subjective feelings such as frustration or lack of hope
are a barrier to people’s agency, which is needed in the COVID-19 circumstances to adapt to
the ‘new normal’.

Changes over time – concrete circumstances and
emotional responses
The second interviews indicated that life for people in their communities had generally
improved as restrictions eased, and some people were able to start or find work again. This
was true for some interviewees themselves or their families, and for these respondents this
covered immediate needs and eased the mental stress and worries. However, many
participants and their family members were still unemployed, and the conditions of those
who found work again were often worse than before, with lower wages and fewer hours. This
meant many people were still struggling to thrive or even survive, and governance financial
support still did not seem forthcoming.
“Our financial condition did not improve that much.” (woman, intellectual
impairment, IWCOVBGB9)
“The effect of corona is still on us. Most of the person with disabilities like me
came from lower/lower-middle income family. Still we are suffering from
poverty.” (man, multiple impairments, IWCOVBGB2)
“Many people with disabilities are still left out in the different relief and social
protection service provided by the local government and other private
organization which creates an extra burden on them.” (man, multiple
impairments, IWCOVBGB2)
Many of the interviewees with disabilities were unable to find employment despite their best
efforts, including as a result of disability discrimination. The interviewers also observed that
other people with disabilities in their communities were generally still struggling to find work
due to lack of opportunities and they had used up their businesses capital to survive.
“My family struggle every single day to run our family. These situations
always kill me inside that I could not support my family despite my
graduation.” (man, physical impairment, IWCOVBGB4)
“I tried to overcome the frustration by joining different training program which
was arranged by different partners under the IW programme.” (man, multiple
impairments, IWCOVBGB5)
“Many of the person with disabilities are still struggling to start their job or
business…they could not able to start due to lack of opportunities… Many of
them used a principle amount from their business in their daily livelihood in
the last few months.” (man, visual impairment, IWCOVBGB6)
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As education moved online, the participants who were still studying struggled as they could
not afford the necessary technology or data to access their classes.
“My online classes started but I did not attend many classes due to not
having internet access. I did not have the money to buy the internet to join
the classes.” (woman, visual impairment, IWCOVBGB10)
“My college is still closed but some classes are ongoing online. But due to
the high data cost, I did not able to attend… It hampers my education.”
(woman, physical impairment, IWCOVBGB3)
The rise in the price of transport and food was another burden people faced as restrictions
eased. For example, one participant’s father had got their job back but the family income:
“…is not sufficient as most of the daily commodities price has increased.”
(man, intellectual impairment, IWCOVBGB1)
Buying medicine also continued to be a problem:
“As I have thyroid and other disability problems, I need regular medicine but
I did not have the money… The problem is worsened due to my parent in
law’s medical cost… I was not able to manage our daily living cost, how
could we manage the extra medical treatment cost. Due to this, I and my
husband have remained tense.” (woman, physical impairment,
IWCOVBGB3)
Some interviewees and their families moved from urban to rural areas to cope. Although life
was still difficult as there was little work there.
“Due to COVID-19, we have shifted from urban area to rural area as my
father did not have the job in that time.” (woman, visual impairment,
IWCVOBGB10)
“Now we are living on a relative’s land where we do not have to pay rent but
we have to pay the utility bill which is a burden for us as we still do not have
any earning source. Right now, we could not meet our family needs… We
have to pass our daily time sometimes without food. There are no
opportunities for work as it is the rural area.” (woman, visual impairment,
IWCOVBGB10
The repayment of loans taken to survive over lockdown was also a major concern and
burden for people with disabilities and their families.
“Because of the financial crisis, we had to take loan from others - a very big
burden on us.” (man, visual impairment, IWCOVBGB6)
“We have to repay our loans which also worsens our situation.” (woman,
intellectual impairment, IWCOVBDB9).
One family had sold land as a result further decreasing capital:
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“We had to sell many of our village home land to survive as we are four
sister in our house... Some of my relatives support us in the last few months
as they are observing our hard time passing. In addition to this, we have to
repay our loans which also worsen our situation.” (woman, intellectual
impairment, IWCOVBGB9)
The initial fear of COVID-19 may have subsided, but been subsumed by the fear of hunger,
with some serious worries about how people would survive a possible second lockdown due
to their family’s financial situation.
“The second wave of the corona has started in Bangladesh. The total
condition is still uncertain for me and my family. I am totally tense about what
will happen if the government again announced the lockdown.” (man, visual
impairment, IWCOVBGB6)

Data validation
A joint online data validation event for Bangladesh and Nigeria was held in May 2021, to
check the findings resonated with participants’ experiences, and to give them the opportunity
to share and learn from each other. All interviewees were invited and compensated for data
usage to enable participation. Some representatives from NGOs and OPDs involved in the
Inclusion Works programme also joined. While not everyone was able to attend and some
people had internet issues which meant they were unable to be online throughout, 6
interviewees from Bangladesh and 10 from Nigeria participated. The main findings from the
two countries were presented and then participants discussed them in small country groups
to consider whether the key themes reflected what had happened to them and if they had
anything else to add.
The participants validated the findings through agreeing that the lives of people with
disabilities had been negatively affected during the pandemic by insecurity, a lack of social
protection, limited health services and hunger. COVID-19 and the national responses had
resulted in disruption to their lives, trauma, fear, and stress.
Participants from Bangladesh wanted to emphasise that the impact that COVID-19 had on
jobs was particularly devastating for people with disabilities. Opportunities for jobs were
already limited and COVID-19 made the situation worse. Income from migrant workers dried
up. The financial security of entire families was affected. Job opportunities for people with
disabilities became even more limited and some people with disabilities were forced to take
work which was not safe and/or did not offer fair pay. Other people had to take loans, some
of which had unfair rates or were unregulated.
Access to health care also became difficult during the crisis, with many people with
disabilities struggling to access the services they needed. Access to education was also
disrupted, and people with disabilities were disproportionately affected. This disruption had a
significant impact on the mental health of people with disabilities in Bangladesh.
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Achievements and limitations of the study
The use of narrative interviewing as a specific type of very flexible qualitative interview
allowed for a focus on interviewees’ own concerns and helped generate insights on
situational, emotional, relational and dynamic aspects that can be missed by researcherdirected interviews. However, this approach was harder for inexperienced researchers than
more conventional interviews, which resulted in more direct questioning prompts than
intended, especially to some participants with intellectual impairments when the researchers
struggled to get communication flowing. Despite this, the study generated rich and deep
evidence on the interviewees’ feelings, and some insight into the nuances of contextual
impacts by gender, impairment and other intersecting influences such as relative poverty or
access to assistance. Some participants noted how much they appreciated the process and
the opportunity to share and analyse their experiences.
Researchers found interviewees communicated more openly in the second round due to the
developing relations between them, as we had hoped. We thought this was also due to both
the researchers and participants developing confidence in the research approach and what
was expected.
Efforts were made to work with OPDs to recruit a diverse group of people with disabilities but
unfortunately it was not possible to recruit participants from all impairment groups. However,
there was some success in recruiting participants from groups who are often particularly
marginalised or left-out of research such as people with intellectual disabilities or multiple
impairments, whose perspectives are not often heard. As the participants were recruited
from the Inclusion Works programme, and therefore identified as ‘jobseekers’, their
experiences and perspectives do not represent the whole range of types of people with
disabilities in Bangladesh. We were not setting out to be representative. For example, the
participants educational level is higher, especially given the high number of college/university
students in this cohort, and they have likely had more opportunities than a broader sample
from the wider disability community in Bangladesh would have had.
Despite the use of two interviews giving us the opportunity to understand how experiences of
the pandemic changed over time, it still is ongoing, so what is presented cannot be the full
story of our interviewees’ experiences of COVID-19.
Whilst virtual interviews are COVID-19 safe and acceptable approach (see methodology
section), interviewing people remotely using online platforms or phones inevitably
constrained interactions and was unsatisfactory for some participants and for the
interviewers. It also limits participation to those with access to the relevant technology.
Although we made great efforts to ensure that the process was inclusive and accessible,
including paying for the internet data used so that people could afford to take part, we
recognise that it was less inclusive and accessible than a face-to-face process would be.
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Participants’ recommendations
Existing pandemic responses have been criticised for not directly including the perspectives
of people with disabilities in their design and implementation, therefore interviewees were
asked for their recommendations for responses to COVID-19 and future pandemics. Below
are the main recommendations from the participants in Bangladesh. They suggest more
disability inclusive responses to the current situation and future pandemics are needed.
As well as participants making recommendations that were pandemic related and disabilityspecific there were also suggestions that were rather general, arguably relevant to nonpandemic situations, and indeed some were not necessarily disability specific. This should
be recognised, and in response we have combined and edited the recommendations to
some extent.

For the Inclusion Works programme
•
•

•
•
•
•

Raise awareness of disability inclusion at all levels to change discriminatory attitudes
and reduce social stigma.
More employer counselling, sensitization and advocacy is needed to encourage
recruitment of job seekers with disabilities, and avoid contract termination due to
COVID-19 challenges.
More financial assistance is needed to rehabilitate job seekers with disabilities after
the pandemic.
Job seekers with disabilities should be inspired to actively do something and
encouraged that they can achieve.
Increased advocacy with local and national-level governments to encourage relief and
social protection provision to people with disabilities as a priority.
Provide soft and hard skill training to job seekers with disabilities that is employer
needs bases to qualify them for recruitment process.

For local organisations including OPDs
•
•
•

Raise the awareness of people with disabilities, and their families and wider
communities about COVID-19 safety measures.
Provide social opportunities for people with disabilities so address isolation and
exclusion.
Decision-making committees should be formed, led by and including OPD members,
to ensure that the challenges and issues faced by people with disabilities are
considered and communicated to relevant local government departments.

For national government
•

The government should learn from the different initiatives that other countries have
used to minimize pandemic losses.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase transparency and accountability of the ministries and departments who are
responsible for relief distribution and other services provided in the pandemic; and
create a monitoring system to reduce corruption and bias of the responsible
government stakeholders.
Government and private stakeholders should increase the financial support and relief
level to persons with disabilities including money, food, medicine and hygiene kits.
Special priority should be given to people with disabilities at the grassroots level in
distributing different services including medicine and the corona vaccine.
Health services should be improved with special attention to the needs of people with
disabilities.
Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) should be created to provide services to
marginalized and disadvantaged group.
A disaggregated database should be prepared to determine the losses due to the
coronavirus focusing on the marginalized group.
Financial assistance, including bank loans without interest and rent subsidies, and a
livelihoods rehabilitation programme should be provided to people with disabilities
More job opportunities should be created so people with disabilities can become more
economically independent.
The government should increase the age limit for entering a government job for those
who lost an academic year due to the pandemic.
The quota system for 1st and 2nd class government job should be restored so that
disadvantaged people with disabilities have a chance.
The government should give extra consideration to employment opportunities for job
seekers with Down syndrome, intellectual impairments or cerebral palsy.
A special committee should be formed to improve life conditions for people with
disabilities and their safety from any type of assault/molestation or abuse.
Government should implement existing laws and regulations to ensure people with
disabilities basic rights.

International Agencies:
•
•

Advocate to encourage international and Bangladeshi stakeholders to consider and
include people with disabilities in the plans and services in response to COVID-19.
Provide more funds to support people with disabilities build back their lives.

Recommendations to increase preparedness for future pandemics:
•
•
•
•

The government should identify lessons from the COVID-19 pandemic so that
responses to any future pandemic can be more timely and effective.
The government should develop a contingency plan in preparation for future
pandemics that gives more priority to people with disabilities.
Mass awareness should be generated about the importance of maintaining different
hygiene measures.
People should be encouraged to increase savings in readiness for the challenges of a
future pandemic.
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Conclusions
This research has shown that the COVID-19 pandemic has had devastating and lifechanging detrimental effects on people with disabilities’ lives in Bangladesh. It has halted
their life plans and its consequences will affect their future after the pandemic ends. The
participants who took part in our narrative interviews illustrated that the impact of the COVID19 pandemic has been wide-ranging and extreme in some cases. The data shows themes
emerging in the lives of people with disabilities due to COVID-19. These include a negative
impact on finances, emotional wellbeing, relationships, access to social protection and
opportunities.
Many of the impacts were found to interact with each other (for example, losing employment
- leading to financial concerns – leading to deteriorating mental health). Some of the impacts
affected the whole community, but for people with disabilities the impacts often seem to be
exacerbated or compounded by their pre-existing difficulties resulting from barriers and
disability discrimination. This reflects findings elsewhere that the pandemic has deepened
pre-existing inequalities.
Starting the pandemic from a position of unemployment or insecure employment in the
informal sector meant that the financial impacts hit people with disabilities harder, especially
as the informal sector was particularly affected by the lockdown and pandemic restrictions.
Food insecurity was a major issue, especially for those in urban areas who were unable to
grow their own and many people with disabilities and their families were going hungry. The
stress of the financial difficulties was very hard for people and caused tensions in many
families. For men, not being able to fulfil their role as breadwinner, seemed to cause much
anguish and frustration. Relying on family and friends for support was hard as the
pandemic’s impacts were wide-ranging in their communities and most people were affected.
Using up savings or taking loans in an attempt to survive also makes it harder for people to
restart their lives when the pandemic ends.
There were clear frustrations and disappointments from our participants with the lack of
social assistance provided by the different government social protection programmes.
Despite the financial difficulties they faced, most people with disabilities did not receive any
COVID-19 aid and regular support was insufficient. While NGOs and OPDs provided support
to some, this was often inadequate due to resourcing issues. This left some people feeling
disappointed and disillusioned with the lack of practical help from the wider disability
movement.
Despite some improvement as restrictions eased, people with disabilities were still
struggling. Where possible they were trying to find new work to provide for themselves, but
this was challenging in an environment that continues not to be disability inclusive.
To conclude, our data showed that people with disabilities have been marginalised by the
pandemic and government responses to it. Inclusive approaches must be developed to
ensure that the rights and fundamental freedoms of all persons with disabilities can be
realised without discrimination of any kind on the basis of disability.
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Annex 1 – IW COVID interviews - participants in
Bangladesh

Visual

Hearing

Intellectual

Psychosocia
l
Other

Multiple

<29

30 to 49

50>

None

Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

Other

Education*

Physical

Age

Female

Impairment

Male

Gender

5

5

2

2

0

2

0

2

9

1

0

0

0

0

8

2

Urban

Semi

Depends on
others

2

8

0

5

5

0

0

8

Twice

Rural

0

Once

Other

6

Unclear

Single

3

Times
interviewed

Neither

Married

1

Others depend
on them

Other

Dependence***

Student

Location

Unemployed

Marital status

Employed/
works

Occupation**

2

2

0

1

9

* Education categories standardised across the four IW countries. College education included under
‘tertiary’. Other includes religion-based education and informal education.
** The occupation category of ‘other’ included volunteers, and those with caring responsibilities who
were not actively seeking employment.
*** The dependence category was open to interpretation by data collectors, but an attempt at
standardising the categories across the IW countries has been made.
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